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No. Party

Line (to) Action

Current Text

Proposed Amendment

Explanation/Comment

1 GroenLinks

13

replace

Indeed, whilst demographic Demographic changes, like ageing
changes are a reality in Europe, it and rising life expectancy, are
is remarkable that raising the a reality in Europe. Still it is
legal
retirement
age
is remarkable that raising the legal
consistently seen by the ruling retirement age is consistently seen
political families as the sole by the ruling political families as the
answer to the problem.
sole answer to the problem.

2 GroenLinks

17

add after
'issues'

3 Vihreät - De
Gröna

33

replace

In our view, there is no silver In our view, there is no silver bullet It's good to broaden discussion to other
bullet that will almost by magic that will almost by magic resolve interests than budgets and other factors
resolve what is definitely a what is definitely a complex set of determining life expectancy. Still, we should
complex set of issues.
issues, among which the also acknowledge that ageing and rising life
financial sustainability of expectancy in relation to financial
our pensions.
sustainability are an important question we
face.
A Green vision for pension A Green vision for pension systems Financial sustainability and justice are not the
systems
implies
a
broad implies a broad understanding of primary concepts in conflict here, but rather
understanding of sustainability; a sustainability; a balance should be the duties and rights of different generations.
balance should be found found between needs for financial
between needs for financial sustainability, the rights of
sustainability and demand of older people and a justifiable
intergenerational justice. system for younger people
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4 Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

48

50 replace

5 GroenLinks

51

52 delete

6 GroenLinks

63

add

Therefore, we Greens believe Therefore, we Greens aim for a
that everyone should get at least minimum pension under a universal
a minimum pension under a public scheme which we plan to
universal public scheme.
approach step by step in European
countries where such a scheme
does not yet exist.
We Greens recognise that this
The previous sentence garantees a pension
guaranteed minimum, whilst
that is 'well above the poverty line'; that
necessary, is not sufficient to
should in itself ensure an 'adequate pensions
ensure adequate pensions for all.
for all'.
The same applies to migrants who
sometimes start to build up pension
rights rather late in their working
life.
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7 Groen

79

81 add

Firstly, we Greens believe that Firstly, we Greens believe that paid Even though Groen is convinced that voluntary
paid work is not the only way to work is not the only way to work is invaluable to society, we are not
contribute and participate in contribute and participate in society. convinced that it is feasible (practically and
society; other types of activities Other types of activities should be financially) to develop a public pension system in
should be creditable towards a creditable towards a pension . which all types of voluntary work are
pension. Voluntary work, care Voluntary work, care work, parental automatically counted in for pension build-up.
For this reason, we would like to add a sentence
work, parental leave as well as leave as well as training periods fall
clarifying that there are different ways to make
training periods fall under this under this proposition. This may
voluntary work creditable towards a pension:
proposition.
be achieved for example by not only by ‘automatically’ counting in voluntary
offering people without a work in the pension formula of the public
job the possibility to build pension system, but also by offering people
up
social
rights
by without a job the possibility to build up social
paying/getting paid social rights by paying social contributions themselves
contributions.
or by getting paid social contributions by their
organization or the public system. Such a
formulation had the advantage that it leaves open
how this goal can be achieved in each separate
member state– both practically and financially.
The original formulation was not clear enough in
this respect. Moreover, as the EGP text already
foresees a universal minimum pension well above
the poverty line for everyone, we do not believe
that our proposition would lead to inadequate
pensions for people who choose to do voluntary
work.

8 GroenLinks

85

replace

This vision is often only based 'This is indeed an important issue.
on statistical averages and is
primarily financially motivated.
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9 GroenLinks

104

replace

10 GroenLinks

105

delete

11 GroenLinks

107

delete

Over the last decades, there has Over the last decades, there has
been a large trend towards been a large trend towards capitalcapital-based schemes, through based schemes, through the
the development of private development of occupational
pension funds and other pensions
and
private
mechanisms encouraging schemes.
private savings.
This is highly problematic Capital-based
schemes
can
for
various
reasons. contribute to alleviate the impact of
Firstly, whilst capital-based large demographic change, they have
schemes can contribute to proven to be expensive to build up
alleviate the impact of large and depend on the development of
demographic change, they have financial markets, which are risky
proven to be expensive to build and volatile.
up and depend on the
development
of
financial
markets, which are risky and
volatile.
… capital-based schemes can … capital-based schemes can
contribute to alleviate the contribute to alleviate the impact of
impact of large demographic large demographic change and
change, they have proven depend on the development of
to be expensive to build financial markets, which are risky
up and depend on the and volatile.
development
of
financial
markets, which are risky and
volatile.
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12 GroenLinks

110

add

Therefore they should be strongly Private-based schemes and private schemes
regulated. An advantage of capital- are too much mixed up. Next to that the
based schemes is that participants pro's and cons mentioned of capital based
build up pension rights which they versus public schemes (dependent of state
can claim after retiring, instead of budgets) are not balanced. States can't
being dependent of government garantee the level of pensions nor any more
budget
policy.
Capital-based than capital based schemes, as we can
occupational pensions can be witness now in the south of Europe. They
collective, contain solidarity and both have their own pro's and cons.
have a public character.

13 Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen
14 Groen

124 125 delete

“, but these are ultimately only
private savings.”

125 128 replace

There should therefore be Public
subsidies
and
fiscal The current position of Groen is that the
neither public subsidies nor fiscal advantages to individual private first pillar should be at the centre of the
advantages to individual private schemes should therefore be pension system and that private pension
schemes. All current tax benefits limited. Tax benefits to private provisions should remain marginal. We agree
to private schemes should be schemes should be redirected to with the general line of this alinea, yet the
redirected to public schemes so public schemes so that they can current formulation goes one step too far
that they can provide a provide a reasonable standard of for Groen. For electoral reasons and given
reasonable standard of living and living and not only minimum the political landscape in Flanders, saying that
not only minimum poverty-proof poverty-proof revenue for all.
fiscal advantages to private pensions should
revenue for all.
be entirely “abolished” could lead to
difficulties in elections for Groen. Groen
fears that such a position could lead a
contradiction between the EGP text and the
national programme. Therefore, Groen
proposes to formulate this sentence less
strongly by saying that fiscal advantages
should be limited instead of abolished.
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15 Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

125 129 replace

16 Ecolo

126 127 replace

17 GroenLinks

152

18 Ecolo

159 159 add after
'workers'

There should therefore be However, the effectiveness and
neither public subsidies nor fiscal efficiency of public subsidies as well
advantages to individual private as the
fiscal advantages to
schemes. All current tax benefits individual private schemes should
to private schemes should be be closely examined and tested to
redirected to public schemes so determine if current tax benefits
that they can provide a to private schemes should be
reasonable standard of living and redirected to public schemes.
not only minimum poverty-proof
revenue for all.”
All current tax benefits to All current tax benefits to private These changes cannot occur in one time but
private schemes should be schemes should be progressively must be progressive.
redirected to public schemes so redirected to public schemes
they can ...
schemes so they can ...
Capital-based elements are also a
strategy to keep pension systems
affordable.
The combination of pension and If you allowed combination without limits,
work income should be limited to the system will favor richer older people
an adequate maximum.
(who are able to work longer) and will be
expensive for the social security sytems.
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19 Miljöpartiet
de Gröna

191 195 replace

20 Vihreät - De
Gröna

192 195 delete

This social union should provide This social union should provide
citizens of the Eurozone with a citizens of the Eurozone with a set
set of common basic social of common basic social rights. It
rights, including pension must be the result of a gradual
rights. It must be the result of a convergence between the national
gradual convergence between systems, aiming at a practical level
the national systems, aiming at of harmonization.
the highest practical level of
harmonization so as to
ensure a community of
equal rights and equal
responsibilities
among
citizens.
...basic social rights, including ...basic social rights, including We do not need to harmonize the pensions
pension rights. It must be pension rights.
SYSTEMS, but to ensure equal RIGHTS to
the result of a gradual
the citizens of EU.
convergence between the
national systems, aiming
at the highest practical
level of harmonization so
as to ensure a community
of equal rights and equal
responsibilities
among
citizens.
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